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If for any maximal right ideal P of B and  ,aB/ aP is almost N-injective, then 
a ring B is said to be right generalized almost N-injective. In this article, we present 
some significant findings that are known for right almost N-injective rings and 
demonstrate that they hold for right generalized almost N-injective rings. At the same 
time, we study the case in which every S.S.Right B-module is generalized almost N-
injective.
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1. INTRODUCTION  
A ring B will be an associative ring with identity throughout 
this work, and all modules will be unitary.We write   to 
indicate right  B-modules. For , we write Y(B), N(B), 
J(B) for the right singular ideal, the collection of nilpotent 
elements, and the Jacobson radical of B, and                                   
( for the right (left) annihilator of	 . The right nil-
injective ring was first defined Wei,J.C.and Chen,J.H in 
[10] and provided many properties of its. If N(B), 
lr( )=B	 , a ring B is said to be right nil-injective. In [9], 
introduced a module that is almost Nil-injective or (AN-
injective). Let  and let P be a right B-module. 
If the module P has an -submodule  of P such that 

 as left -modules for any , 
then the module is known to as AN-injective. If there is a 
positive number n such that  and any right B-
homomorphism of  into P extends to one of B into P, 
then the right B-module P is said to be GP-injective [2]. B is 
a reduced ring,if N(B)=0. Further work on reduced and 
injectivity rings appears in 

[2,4,5,6, and 11]. If we have ab=0 for every  
implies that ba=0, then the ring B is a ZC-ring [1]. B is a 
ZC-ring if and only if is an ideal of B for 
each case where . If there is a  such that 	

 exists for any , then the ring is said to 
be regular [2]. In accordance with [9], a ring B is 
referred to as n-regular if for each  . 
Every reduced ring is n-regular, as is a regular ring,[9] 
and B is said to be NJ if  [7]. 

2-GAN-injective Rings: 
If for any maximal  right ideal P of B and for any 

,  is AGP-injective, then a ring 
B is said to be right (left) WAGPI according to [4]. 

We now provide the description that follows. 
Definition (2.1): If for any maximal right ideal P of B 
and for any aB/aP is almost N-injective, then 
a ring B is said to be right generalized almost N-
injective (for short GAN-injective). 

    'Lemma' (2.2):[9] Suppose that P is a right B-module 
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with "  . If " , where 
 is a left S-submodule of  with f ",a right         

B-homomorphism,then  with 
.  

From now on we considr every simple singular 
right B-module is GAN-injective (for short S.S.GAN-
injective) and essential (maximal)right ideal (for short 
E.(M.)R.I.)  
The next lemma, which is due to [3], plays a central 

role in several of our proofs. 
'Lemma' (2.3): "If P is M.R.I. of B and  , 

 , then: 
a)  
b)  

If B ( B) is an ideal of B for all instances where 
, a ring B is left (right) N-duo [8]. 

 Theorem (2.4): B is reduced, if B is N-duo and GAN-
injective ring.  
Proof:"If B is not reduced. Consequently, there 

is  such that . Hence there exists 
M.R.I.  P of B containing  .If    B=	 P, then  =	

c for some  , hence , 
therefore , which is contradiction. Now if 

B P, then  and hence B/P is AN-
injective and  , . 
Let f ,be defined by f ,  
.Note that f is a well-defined B-
homomorphism.Then ,

and , 
 . Since B is right N duo, B is an ideal 

of B, so , whence , 
acontradiction. Thus, B is reduced. " 

Corollary (2.5): Let B be a right GAN-injective and 
right N duo ring. Then B is n-regular. 

Proof: From Th.(2.4) then B is reduced. Therefore B is 
n-regular ring.  
Proposition (2.6): There is no non-zero nilpotent 
element in , if every S.S.GAN-injective. 

Proof: Suppose  with .  
Then B B+r( ) is  an E.R.I. of B, if it does not the 
M.R.I. P of B containing B B+r( ). If B=	 P, then 

=	 c for some , It follows that 
, when  contradicting 

." "If , then .Since B/P 
is AN-injective then . Thus 
B B+r( )=B. By the proof of Theorem (2.4) hence  
=d  for some  Since 

 is invertible. It follows from this           
 =0, which is contradiction. Therefore  

contains no non-zero nilpotent element".  
 Proposition (2.7): Let B is a ring. If every S.S.GAN-

injective, then  
 Proof: If , then there exists  

0  such that . We'll show 

that BaB+r(a)=B. If not, we obtain BaB+r(a)=B as 
shown by the argument in Proposition (2.6), and a=da 
for some This gives  that a=0, which 
is  contradiction that a is non-zero. Therefore 

. 
'Lemma' (2.8):[2]  If B is ZC-ring, then B B+r( ) is 
an E.R.I. of B for every . 
'Lemma' (2.9): Let B B+r( ) is an E.R.I  of B for 
every  . If  B is a ZC-ring 
Proof: Similar to the evidence for, (Lemma (2.8))  
Theorem (2.10): If B is an S.S.GAN-injective and               
ZC- ring. Then B is a reduced. 
Proof:Let . Suppose . Consequently, 
there is a M.R.I.  P of B containing r( )"."By Lemma 
(2.9) P is an E.R.I. of B containing r( ).If B=	 P , 
then  =	 c for some , hence . 
Therefore .Now, if , then 

 and hence B/P is AN-injective. 
Similar to prove of Theorem (2.4) we get,  
for some  . Since B is ZC-ring, . It 
follows that, , both cases contradicts that P is a 
M.R.I. and does not contain the identity of the ring. 
Therefore  =0 and hence, B is reduced".  
Proposition (2.11): If B is an S.S.GAN-injective and 
ZC-ring. Then, for each  , BbB+r(b)=B. 
Proof: Suppose  for some . 
Consequently, there is a M.R.I. P of B containing 
BbB+r(b) by Lemma (2.9) P is an E.R.I. of B. If 
bB=bP, then b=bc for some . Therefore . If 

, then . Since bB/bP is AN-
injective, then B/P is AN-injective, and 

  . Let , be 
defined by . Note that f is a well-
defined B-homomrphism. Then 

, , 
0, , so . 

Both cases contradicts that P is a M.R.I. and does not 
contain the identity of the ring. Therefore 

, for any  
Proposition (2.12): Let B be a ZC-ring. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 

1. B is reduced ring. 
2. B is n-regular and NJ-ring. 
3. B is an S.GAN-injective. 
4. B is an  S.S.GAN-injective. 
Proof: Obviously  and 2 1[8, 

Theorem 2.24]  
 by Theorem (2.10)   
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 صخلملا

 لك ناك اذا ، ةممعملاً ابیرقت N- طمنلا نم ىنمی ةرماغ اھنأب B ةقلحلل لاقی
 N- طمنلا نمً ارماغ  aB/ ap،  و  B يف P نمیا يمظعا يلاثم
 جئاتن نم ضعب میمعت عم تاقلحلا هذھ صاوخ تیطعا ,ثحبلا اذھ يف . ابیرقت
 اھیف نوكی يتلا تاقلحلا انسرد كلاذكوً ابیرقت N – طمنلا نم ةرماغلا تاقلحلل
 .ةممعملا N – طمنلا نم رماغ درفنم طیسب نمیا سایقم لك

 رماغ ھقلح ،n- طمنلا نم ةمظتنم ھقلح، ةلزتخم ھقلح : ةیحاتفملا تاملكلا
 . Anil – طمنلا نم رماغ ھقلح ،nil – طمنلا نم

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


